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The Mayor:   What he does, How he does it, 

 and Why he does it! 
 

The Mayor of the City of New York is head of the executive branch of New York 

City's    government. The mayor's office administers all city services, public 

property, police and fire protection, most public agencies, and enforces all city 

and state laws within New York City. 
 

The budget overseen by the mayor's office is the largest municipal budget in the 

United States at $50 billion a year.  The city employs 250,000 people, spends 

about $21 billion to educate more than 1.1 million students, levies $27 billion in 

taxes, and receives $14 billion from the state and federal governments. 
 

The mayor's office is located in New York City Hall; it has jurisdiction over all five 

boroughs of New York City: Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx, Queens, and Staten 

Island. The mayor appoints a large number of officials, including commissioners 

who head city departments, and his or her deputy mayors. According to current 

law, the mayor is limited to three consecutive four-year terms in office, which 

was previously limited to two terms. It was changed from two to three terms on 

October 23, 2008, when the New York City Council voted 29-22 in favor of 

passing the term limit extension into law. 
 

History of the office 
 

In 1665, Governor Richard Nicolls appointed Thomas Willett as the first mayor of New York. For 

156 years, the mayor was appointed and had limited power. Between 1777 and 1821 the mayor 

was appointed by the Council of Appointments in which the state's governor had the loudest 

voice. In 1821, the Common Council, which included elected members, gained the authority to 

choose the mayor. An amendment to the New York State Constitution in 1834 provided for the 

direct popular election of the mayor. Cornelius W. Lawrence, a Democrat, was elected that 

year. 
 

Gracie Mansion has been the official residence of the mayor since Fiorello La Guardia's 

administration in 1942. Neither Mayor Bloomberg, nor his predecessor, Rudolph Giuliani, has 

actually inhabited the mansion. Its main floor is open to the public and serves as a small 

museum. 
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The mayor is entitled to a salary of $225,000, but Bloomberg, the 12th-richest man in the 

United States, has declined the salary and instead is paid $1 yearly. 
 

In 2000, direct control of the city's public school system was transferred to the mayor's office. 

In 2003, the reorganization established the New York City Department of Education. 
 

Tammany Hall 

 
 

"New York's new solar system": Tammany Hall revolves around Boss Croker in this 1899 

cartoon in Puck. 

Tammany Hall, which evolved from an organization of craftsmen into a Democratic political 

machine, gained control of Democratic Party nominations in the state and city in 1861. It played 

a major role in New York City politics into the 1960s, and was a dominant player from the 

mayoral victory of Fernando Wood in 1854 through the era of Fiorello La Guardia (1934–1945). 
 

Executive branch 
 

The Executive branch of New York City consists of the Mayor, the Public Advocate, the 

Comptroller, and five Borough Presidents. The heads of about 50 city departments are 

appointed by the mayor. The mayor also appoints several Deputy Mayors to head major offices 

within the executive branch of the city government. Deputy Mayors report directly to the 

Mayor. 
 

The Mayor is responsible for all city services, police and fire protection, enforcement of all city 

and state laws within the city, and administration of public property and most public agencies. 

The mayor is directly elected by popular vote for a four-year term, and formerly faced a two-

term limit. Recent legislation increased the limit to three terms. 
 

The current mayor is Michael Bloomberg, a former Democrat elected as a Republican in 2001 

with 50.3% of the vote and re-elected as a Republican in 2005 with 58.4%. Bloomberg left the 

Republican Party in 2007 and is now a political independent. In 2009, as an independent 

supported by the Republican Party, he was elected to third term with 50.7% of the vote. He is 

New York's new solar system": Tammany Hall 

revolves around Boss Croker in this 1899 

cartoon in Puck. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:New_York%27s_New_Solar_System2.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:New_York%27s_New_Solar_System2.jpg
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known for restructuring the governance of the city school system, rezoning and economic 

development initiatives, and public health initiatives such as banning smoking in bars and 

restaurants and making New York the first city in the United States to ban trans-fat from all 

restaurants. In his second term, Bloomberg has made school reform, strict gun control, and 

poverty reduction central priorities of his administration. He is a founder of the Mayors Against 

Illegal Guns Coalition. 
 

Deputy Mayors 
 

The Mayor of New York City may appoint several deputy mayors to assist him and to oversee 

major offices within the executive branch of the city government. The powers and duties, and 

even the number of deputy mayors, are not defined by the City Charter. The post was created 

by Fiorello La Guardia (who appointed Grover Whalen as deputy mayor) to handle ceremonial 

events that the mayor was too busy to attend. Since then, deputy mayors have been appointed 

with their areas of responsibility defined by the appointing mayor. There are currently seven 

deputy mayors, all of whom report directly to the mayor. Deputy mayors do not have any right 

to succeed to the mayoralty in the case of vacancy or incapacity of the mayor (the order of 

succession is the city's public advocate, then the comptroller). 
 

The current deputy mayors are: 
 

•First Deputy Mayor: Patricia Harris 

Advises the mayor on citywide administrative, operational and policy matters. 
 

•Deputy Mayor for Economic Development and Rebuilding: Robert K. Steel 

Oversees and coordinates the operations of the Economic Development Corporation, the 

Department of Transportation, the Department of Buildings, the Department of City Planning, 

Department of Housing Preservation and Development and related agencies. 
 

•Deputy Mayor for Health and Human Services: Linda Gibbs 

Oversees and coordinates the operations of the Department for the Aging, the Administration 

for Children's Services, and related agencies. 
 

•Deputy Mayor for Legal Affairs: Carol Robles-Roman 

Oversees and coordinates the operations of the Coordinator of Administrative Justice, Office to 

Combat Domestic Violence, and related agencies. 
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•Deputy Mayor for Governmental Affairs: Howard Wolfson 

Directs the City’s relations with federal, state and local governing entities and serves as the 

Mayor’s chief liaison with elected officials. 
 

•Deputy Mayor for Operations: Cas Holloway 

Assists the mayor in managing the Police Department, Fire Department, Sanitation Department, 

Office of Emergency Management, Office of Management and Budget, etc. 
 

•Deputy Mayor for Education and Community Development: Dennis Walcott 

Inter alia, oversees and coordinates the operations of the Department of Education and the 

Department of Youth and Community Development. 
 

The government of New York City is organized under the City Charter and provides for a 

"strong" mayor-council system. The government of New York is more centralized than that of 

most other U.S. cities, with the city government being responsible for public education, 

correctional institutions, libraries, public safety, recreational facilities, sanitation, water supply, 

and welfare services. 
 

The strong-mayor form of mayor–council government usually consists of an executive branch, a 

mayor elected by voters, and a unicameral council as the legislative branch.  
 

In the strong-mayor form the elected mayor is given almost total administrative authority and a 

clear, wide range of political independence, with the power to appoint and dismiss department 

heads without council approval and little, or no public input. In this system, the strong-mayor 

prepares and administers the city budget, although that budget often must be approved by the 

council. Abuses in this form led to the development of the council–manager form of local 

government and its adoption widely throughout the United States. 
 

In some strong-mayor governments, the mayor will appoint a chief administrative officer who 

will supervise department heads, prepare the budget, and coordinate departments. This officer 

is sometimes called a city manager; while the term used in the equally popular council–

manager government, the manager is responsible only to the mayor in this variant. 
 

Most major and large American cities use the strong-mayor form of the mayor–council system, 

whereas middle-sized and small American cities tend to use the council-manager system. 
 

The New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE) is the branch of municipal government 

in New York City that manages the city's public school system. It is the largest school system in 
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the United States, with over 1.1 million students taught in more than 1,700 separate schools.  

The department covers all five boroughs of New York City. 
 

The department is run by the New York City Schools Chancellor. The current chancellor is 

Dennis M. Walcott, who replaced Cathie Black after she stepped down after fewer than one 

hundred days on the job. 
 

Because of its immense size—there are more students in the system than people in nine U.S. 

states—the New York City public school system is arguably the most influential in the United 

States. 
 

In 2002, the city's school system was reorganized. Control of the school system was given to the 

mayor, who began reorganization and reform efforts. The Department of Education is headed 

by a chancellor. The chancellor is appointed by and reports directly to the mayor. 
 

Panel for Education Policy 
 

After a series of reforms under which control of the school system was transferred to the 

mayor, the Board of Education was renamed the Panel for Educational Policy. The Panel for 

Educational Policy is a twelve-member body of which seven members are appointed by the 

mayor and five by Borough Presidents. 
 

The South East Queens County Young Democrats (SEQCYD) fully understands the importance 

of an education, as we are a progressive political organization whose mission is to engage, 

educate and empower residence of the Southeastern Queens area in politics, government and 

civic responsibility. 

 

We also recognize the difficult task that our legislators have in creating laws that will ensure 

that students are prepared for college life and beyond.  The following are some of the 

challenges our schools and students are currently facing: 

 

1. Mayoral Control of the NYC Department of Education (DOE):  Mayoral control began in 

2002.  

In 2009, the New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) wrote a paper titled, “The Price of Power: 

Civil Liberties and Civil Rights Under Mayoral Control of New York’s Schools”.  This is an 

extensive study covering their experiences with the school system during the years 2002-2009. 

Now in 2012, Mayor Bloomberg has since appointed two (2) chancellors and we have not 

progressed in terms of structure and overall student grade point averages.  SEQCYD concurs 
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with these findings because we as students, parents, community activists and constituents have 

experienced and fought against these educational injustices in our own community. We equally 

agree that, “The goals of the mayoral control legislation were ambitious and commendable—

building transparency and accountability into a vast school system, removing obstacles to 

innovation, and allowing the people of New York to evaluate their mayor based on the 

successes of their students. Unfortunately, under mayoral control, Mayor Bloomberg and his 

DOE have taken an alarmingly expansive view of their authority and a host of new problems 

have replaced the old ones. The mayor and DOE routinely proclaim themselves outside of city 

statutes, acts of the City Council and even the City Charter. With no meaningful oversight body 

to act as a check, the mayor is free to run the school system as an unaccountable extension of 

the executive branch. And it is difficult to imagine a body less transparent than the DOE: the 

requirements of the Freedom of Information Law are ignored when inconvenient, and claims of 

student improvement ring hollow because raw data is concealed from public view.” (page 4) 
 

Since this law has been passed, there is a huge disconnect with the community and the 

education of our youth.  There has been a dilution of power of our school boards.  They are 

currently called Community District Education Council (CDEC).  The fate of our schools are in the 

hand of the Panel for Educational Policy (PEP) where seven (7) of the thirteen (13) members are 

appointed by the mayor’s office.  The panel consists of people who have no connection to the 

schools that they are making decisions on.  They rarely make visits to the schools that are being 

decided upon and that in itself is a HUGE DISCONNECT to what is actually occurring in our 

schools.  That is like a doctor performing major surgery without first examining the patient, 

taking x-rays, or reviewing lab reports.   
 

Because the majority of the panel is appointed by the mayor, it gives an immediate 

disadvantage for any vote to go in favor of any position contrary to the mayor’s. The members’ 

appointments can be terminated by the mayor without cause or notice. 
 

According to numerous constituents in our region and across NYC, the general consensus is, 

“The DOE are BULLIES”.  Here in South East Queens (SEQ) we have and are currently 

experiencing these tactics. For example, August Martin High School was placed on a closure list 

by NYC DOE and was NOT on the NYS DOE closure list.  When this was pointed out to NYC DOE, 

and August Martin was removed, but was given a list of “benchmarks” for the schools to meet 

to ensure that it would not be closed.  August Martin successfully met every goal.  The NYC DOE 

IS FULLY AWARE OF THESE ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND IS STILL PLANNING TO CLOSE AUGUST 

MARTIN. 
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2. The inaccuracy of the Enrollment – Capacity – Utilization Report (Blue Book) has been 

brought before the NYC Council by the Education Chair Robert Jackson. 

Councilman Robert Jackson spoke on behave of I.S. 59 before the PEP regarding the obvious 

inaccurate data that was being used to determine space in the IS 59 building.  Councilman 

Jackson did a probe of his own where he discovered that more than fifty (50) schools across 

NYC were experiencing the same illegal co-locations.  As a result, Councilman Jackson held a 

hearing where the findings of same determined that the NYC DOE were abusing their power by 

proceeding to co-locate schools using the inaccurate data from the Blue Book.  During the 

hearing, Councilman Jackson stated, “We must turn this Blue Book into a True Book”.  There 

were promises made by the DOE officials to review these findings and remedy or reverse any 

decisions based on inaccuracies.  This has NOT happened.  In fact, these practices have 

continued.   

3. Budgeting:  It is a known fact that one of the key elements for an educational  

system to run successfully is resources.  
 

When principals, teachers, parents, students, elected officials, and other community leaders 

address the NEEDS for our schools, The Department of Education’s response is, “We simply do 

not have the resources.” 
 

SEQCYD did a probe and found that millions of tax payer’s dollars have been allocated to pay 

for Children First Network Organizations.  These organizations are privately owned and serve as 

strategists and support system for our schools.  They were implemented by the Bloomberg 

Administration.  
 

The NYC Department of Education is currently being run as a corporation as opposed to what it 

actually is AN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.  There are not any CONCRETE facts that show that having 

these organizations have addressed or remedied the challenges that are causing little to no 

growth in the grade point averages (GPA) of students.  Under mayoral control there is such a 

lack of transparency, we cannot ascertain what the actual growth in progress, if any, there is in 

our schools as a whole.  SEQCYD agrees and has experienced, “…government transparency has 

been a scarce commodity under mayoral control. Extracting the most basic information from 

the DOE, such as budget figures or data on student suspensions, is a needlessly onerous chore 

that even public officials and lawyers have difficulty accomplishing. Instead of embracing 

openness, the DOE hides its decision-making and operations from public view, carefully 

managing the disclosure of information and cherry-picking statistics and data that cast its 

policies in the most positive light. It’s a smart public relations move but lousy public policy.” 

(page 5) 
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In this paper it states and we agree that, “As the legislature considers whether to renew 

mayoral control, it will certainly consider the DOE’s statistics on graduation rates, Regents 

diplomas, drop-outs and other key indicators. Without the raw data that underlies those 

statistics, however, it is impossible to judge whether the administration is telling the full story. 

For example, the DOE reports its four-year graduation rate is 52 percent. But as much as 21 

percent of ninth graders leave high school before graduating and are not counted as dropping 

out. Without the raw data, it is impossible to know if the city’s graduation rate is accurate. That 

is why the NYCLU is asking the State Legislature to consider other crucial aspects of mayoral 

control: reduced transparency, unchecked executive power and blocks to public participation 

and oversight.” (page 4) 
 

However, there are several studies that support the fact that more resources that an institution 

has, the better the performance levels.  SEQCYD strongly suggest that these organizations be 

terminated and the same funds that are currently paying for them to function be given to the 

school communities across to city so that they can obtain the resources needed to function 

successfully. 
 

Further, the SEQ community strongly opposes Children First Networks.  “I would abolish 

children first networks and returning power to the Community Superintendent and restoring a 

district office.  The districts have no sense of unity and with a district such as D29 which has 33 

schools the possibility exists that every school could have its own network. Each network must 

maintain schools and add schools to its network in order to thrive.  The communication that 

used to exist between schools principals is now gone as each school communicates with his or 

her network.  There is no common mandate for the district, there is no common goal, and there 

is no strong leadership to lead this district back to a level where parents want to send their 

children to local schools.  Principals do not know each other and are not provided with 

opportunities to do so. 
 

The Community Superintendent's role is not just to roll out whatever plan the DOE has 

scheduled, it should also be a role that sets standards and leadership for the district.  The 

Superintendent is seen as powerless and inefficient and is in place to be a parrot for the 

Chancellor.  He/she offers no solutions to parents, schools, and community organizations when 

faced with dilemmas or even innovative ideas to improve student performance.” Alicia 

Hyndman, President of CDEC 29. 
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4. There has been an obscene increase of New York Police Department presence in our 

schools. 

There are currently more funds being allocated to NYPD in our schools than there are for books.  

We agree that, “The current mayoral control system has undermined the effectiveness of 

interagency collaboration, leaving a large governance vacuum on school safety matters, and 

preventing a meaningful debate on school discipline practices. 
 

In 1998, the Board of Education transferred responsibilities over school safety matters—

including the training and employment of School Safety Agents—to the NYPD. A memorandum 

of understanding (MOU) detailed the governance structure of this new interagency approach to 

school safety, including the relationship between the DOE and the Police Department, as well 

as standards by which police personnel and educators must abide when engaging in actions 

that may impact the educational environment of the schools.  
 

Under Mayor Bloomberg’s watch, the MOU expired and hundreds of millions of dollars have 

been spent to increase police presence in the schools, with no input from parents, students or 

the public. The DOE takes the position that because of mayoral control, there is no requirement 

for a new agreement that details the school safety governance structure. In other words, 

thousands of police personnel with the authority to stop, search and arrest students will 

continue to patrol city schools with little oversight or clarity about their role in the schools and 

with little to no accountability to the DOE or school principals. 
 

Council Member Peter Vallone Jr., chair of the City Council’s Public Safety Committee and a 

strong ally of the NYPD, was shocked to learn about the lack of an official governance structure 

regulating police activities in the schools: 
 

[O]ur teachers, our principals, our NYPD officers, School Safety Agents… they need something in 

writing to tell them how to act. They’re the ones that are brought up on charges based on how 

they act. And that can’t be something that fluctuates based on daily meetings. That has to be in 

writing and there has to be some sort of formal written agreement. There was one; it wasn’t 

extended for some reason.…You know, this sounds like that situation where you have two 

agencies, co-equal, who don’t have a written protocol as to how to interact with each other. 

You know, for example, you said, [Deputy Chancellor] Grimm, that the principal was in charge 

of safety until the crime was committed, which then changed to an immediate arrest is 

required, and then [NYPD] Chief Secreto said an injury makes a crime, which is not true. There 

[are] attempted assaults, there are also all sorts of crimes that are not injuries, so right here 
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we’ve got a lot of confusion going on in this antiseptic atmosphere of a *City Council+ chambers. 

I can imagine what happens when there is an assault in a crowded hallway of a school. 

With no clear written policy defining the relationship between School Safety Agents and the 

larger school community, their treatment of students varies widely. In many schools, students 

report positive working relationships with School Safety Agents. However, in schools with a 

significant police presence, School Safety Agents end up enforcing school rules such as cell 

phone and ipod bans that have nothing to do with crime, let alone violence, and even the most 

prosaic daily interactions can explode into misunderstandings, power struggles and violence. 

When this happens, students suffer the consequences: suspensions, expulsions, physical 

injuries and even arrests. 
 

During testimony before the City Council, Ernest Logan, president of the Council of School 

Supervisors and Administrators, which represents the city’s public school principals, 

acknowledged the dangerous governance vacuum that exists in matters pertaining to school 

safety: 
 

Many of you have said that you have heard confusion here today at the City Council when 

people were asking questions about the DOE and the Police Department. Well, if you have 

confusion here at the City Council, imagine the confusion in 1,400 schools of how this is 

supposed to work. 

… Every incident is unique, but I am truly troubled by the fact that we are criminalizing our 

children. 

… I know there is a principal of a school, two second graders playing in the school yard. The 

game gets heated, Johnny hits Michael, Michael winds up with a bloody nose, the School Safety 

Agent observed that. Is that a crime? Are we now going to arrest the child who hit the other kid 

with the bloody nose? I don’t think so. 
 

As clarity around the role of police personnel in schools has grown hazy, the number of School 

Safety Agents patrolling the schools increased by 64 percent, from 3,200 in 1998 to 5,246 in 

2008. The police force in New York City schools is now the fifth largest police force in the 

country. Houston, with a population of 2.2 million people, has fewer police personnel patrolling 

its streets than the hallways of New York City’s public schools do. Not surprisingly, the school 

safety budget has increased by 65 percent since the advent of mayoral control, representing an 

additional $88 million spent on police personnel each school year. The dramatic increase in the 

budget and number of police personnel occurred despite a decrease in the student population 

by approximately 70,000 during that same period. 
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Along with the increase in the number of police personnel in the schools, superintendent 

suspensions—out-of-school suspensions of students for longer than five days—have increased 

from 8,567 in 2000 to 15,090 in 2004. These numbers indicate a significant change in school 

safety policy, considering the decrease in the school population during that period. 

The DOE has made other school safety policy decisions without public or legislative input. In 

January 2004, City officials introduced—without meaningful consultation with families, 

students, community leaders or educators—the “Impact Schools” initiative. A joint NYPD-DOE 

effort, this initiative originally targeted 12 schools with high levels of reported crime for 

heightened policing with a goal of creating safe school environments.  The initiative, which has 

included dozens of schools at various times, doubles the number of police personnel 

permanently assigned to targeted schools, and institutes a zero-tolerance policy for infractions 

listed in the New York City Discipline Code.” (pages 13-15) 
 

This report represents a synopsis of our position on the state of our public education system.  

There are several remaining issues that are not mentioned here.   

SEQCYD understands that this is a brief meeting and appreciates you taking the time to meet 

with us!  We asked that as our elected official, you please take the time to read and address 

these obvious travesties of the NYC Department of Education.  We are requesting a more 

intimate audience with you to discuss these matters further and to implement a concrete plan 

of action in addressing these grave issues.    We would love to hear your position on these and 

other education issues and your plans to remedy them as a state legislator.   
 

Relationship between Mayor and City Council 
 

Legislative power in the City of New York is vested in the New York City Council. Bills passed by 

a simple majority are sent to the mayor, who may sign them into law. If the mayor vetoes a bill, 

the Council has 30 days to override the veto by a two-thirds majority vote. 
 

The Council is a unicameral body consisting of 51 Council members, whose districts are defined 

by geographic population boundaries that each contains approximately 157,000 people. Council 

members are elected every four years, except that after every census held in years divisible by 

twenty; districts are redrawn, requiring two consecutive two-year terms, the second of which is 

held in the redrawn districts. 
 

The Speaker of the Council, selected by the 51 Council members, is often considered the second 

most powerful post in New York City's government after the Mayor. The current Speaker is 

Democrat Christine Quinn, the first woman and first openly gay person to hold the position. 
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The Council has several committees with oversight of various functions of the city government. 

Each council member sits on at least three standing, select or subcommittees. The standing 

committees meet at least once per month. The Speaker of the Council, the Majority Leader, and 

the Minority Leader are all ex officio members of every committee. 
 

The New York City Charter provides for a “strong” mayor-council system. Under this system of 

governance, the mayor has large administrative authority and politically independent from the 

city council. The mayor appoints the heads of about 50 city agencies including the education, 

fire and police department commissioners. Additionally, the mayor may dismiss any appointee 

without prior approval of the city council. The council maintains committees that monitor the 

performance of city agencies. 

Bills passed by a simple majority of the City Council are sent to the mayor, who may sign them 

into law. If the mayor vetoes a bill, the Council has 30 days to override the veto by a two-thirds 

majority vote. 
  

  

*This information has been compiled from Wikipedia articles, various New York City 

government websites, NYCLU and public opinion polls. 

 

 

 


